ADVISORY SERVICES

Navigating Organizational and Industry
Complexities to Guide You to Success

As rapid advancements in digital transformation and consumerism create chaos within the healthcare industry,
organizations are required to adapt quickly. Leadership is forced to juggle between maintaining excellence in
operational environments and espousing innovation. As organic growth in areas such as data analytics, mobile
health, and interoperability continues, the opportunities to establish the right governance structure to align IT
investments with core business strategies are becoming more evident. Through our experience and expertise, we
can help you maneuver through the many complex issues you are up against including new technology, a major
merger and acquisition project, or adding a new facility. We help you maintain technology relevance by offering
guidance on governance structures, strategic planning, program development, and introduction of pragmatic
innovations.

Strategy
When navigating system selection and implementation, governance structure, and M&A
activity, strategic planning should be easy to understand, actionable, and pragmatic. We
provide tactical plans as well as how to execute, monitor, and measure those efforts to
ensure proper outcomes. We help you manage IT projects and investments by clearly
aligning business goals and strategies.

Transformation
We recognize that patients and physicians drive change in the healthcare industry and
this change is happening at an incredibly fast pace. We help you properly leverage your
investments in transformational technologies to offer more convenient access to care
and give you the tools to track the cost and quality of care.

Optimization
We walk you through the steps to optimize your IT environment from the physician
and patient perspective in order to create lasting change and organizational
satisfaction. By leveraging Six Sigma, Lean, and other toolsets, we are able to
demonstrate the improvements in workflows using analytics and actionable data. We
also specialize in consolidating the applications and refreshing the remaining
contracts to eliminate redundancies and streamline services.

Discover how we can work together.

our services

STRATEGIC ADVISORY SERVICES
+ IT Strategic Planning and

Governance

+ Mergers and Acquisitions
+ IT Optimization
CereCore is so large
it has subject experts
down to the narrowest
disciplines. The overall
knowledge base,
depth of expertise and
resources are simply
part of our relationship,
at no extra cost.

+ System Selection and

Implementation

IT ADVISORY SERVICES
+

Digital Transformation and
Innovation

+

Integrated Service Delivery
Models

+

IT Operational Effectiveness and
Efficiency

+

Application and Contract
Optimization

+

Data Governance and Analytics
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about us
CereCore® provides EHR implementations, application support,
IT managed services, technical staffing and strategic IT consulting
services to hospitals, outpatient facilities, accountable care
organizations and large physician groups nationwide. With a team
of over 600 clinical and technical professionals, CereCore has
implemented EHR systems in more than 300 facilities. CereCore
offers staffing and remote support services for all major EHR
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acute and ambulatory platforms as well as their ancillary
applications.

